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Introduction {#sec1}
============

One anticipated use of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data is to identify reliable and clinically viable biomarkers for disease states. However, a more precise understanding of healthy functional brain network organization is necessary to achieve this goal. Resting state functional connectivity (rs-fcMRI) holds promise as a noninvasive method of reaching this goal, owing to its low behavioral demand, consistency within individuals, and stability over time ([@bib41]). Furthermore, rs-fcMRI reveals inherent functional brain networks absent of a specific task state. These averaged networks are reliably observed across adult samples ([@bib7], [@bib43]), and early functional network organization is readily identified early in life. By 6 months of age, early organizational patterns of common adult resting state networks such as the default mode network (DMN), somatosensory motor (SSM) network, and visual (VIS) network are identified ([@bib40]) and appear to become more adult-like in their organization and interaction during development ([@bib18], [@bib33]).

Given the goal of identifying distinct biomarkers of disease, combined with the stability of rs-fcMRI brain networks, it is not surprising that a growing body of neuroimaging research has focused on defining functional "connectomes" or "fingerprints" of individuals based on their fMRI data ([@bib3], [@bib15], [@bib28], [@bib38], [@bib39], [@bib55]). A greater understanding of how functional connections become organized into reliable, functional fingerprints of an individual could give researchers and clinicians alike a quantifiable measure of individual change over time. In addition, a more precise understanding of the genetic influence on normative network organization throughout development may help pave the way for a more precise measure of the impact of environmental and disease variables on brain network organization. Extant research consistently reveals the presence of a functional fingerprint in rs-fcMRI data across multiple methodologies ([@bib1], [@bib15], [@bib25], [@bib29], [@bib39]). However, far less is known about the specific pattern of discrete functional connections that distinguish individuals from one another, specifically, whether these patterns differ at different ages or stages of development.

Studies using rs-fcMRI to identify individuals via functional fingerprint implicate the DMN and its connectivity to putative control networks, such as the cingulo-opercular (CO), dorsal attention, fronto-parietal (FP), and ventral attention networks, as the most highly distinctive between individuals ([@bib15], [@bib28], [@bib38]). Given previous evidence that the FP network coordinates other networks for task performance ([@bib8], [@bib11], [@bib35], [@bib36], [@bib46], [@bib56]), specific patterns of connectivity between the FP and other networks could be highly individualized during rest ([@bib21]), and the degree of network integration may be reflected in functional fingerprints. The network-integrating role of the FP network and the DMN\'s role in internal, self-focused mentation and mind-wandering ([@bib2], [@bib37], [@bib48]) are presumably highly individualized and may explain their importance in the functional fingerprint, but this connection has not yet been explored directly. Despite the growing understanding of the functional networks involved in the makeup of a functional fingerprint, a consensus of specific functional connections that yield the most accurate identification of individuals has not yet been established.

Crucial to establishing a functional fingerprint is a better examination of the impact of individual variance in relation to expected functional network organization and the influence of heritable factors on rs-fcMRI. [@bib22] recently revealed that averaged group differences in functional network organization are driven more by individual variability and common participant features, with only a modest influence of cognitive or task demands. This suggests that group-level results that do not explicitly account for individual differences in functional network organization may misattribute person-specific effects to group-level task performance. Similarly, evidence of distinct organizational variations from the expected group-level resting state functional network topography was found in a subset of the adult population ([@bib20]). Given that individual differences in functional network organization can be buried in group-averaged analyses, an individual variance framework is vital for accurately characterizing functional network organization across multiple samples.

Another factor to consider in characterizing a functional fingerprint is the genetic impact on rs-fcMRI network organization. [@bib17] observed a significant genetic influence on resting state organization across sensory, but not cognition-related, networks in a pediatric sample of twins (aged 12--19 years). The authors posited that the age of their sample and the protracted development of cognitive functions that require coordination across many networks might be why cognition-related networks showed a weaker genetic influence. Indeed, in genetic studies of adult twins, within-network connectivity of the DMN is found to be the most heritable ([@bib19], [@bib54]). Recent work has found evidence that an individual\'s functional fingerprint, calculated via a model-based approach to identifying a functional fingerprint called "connectotyping," also shows a pattern of genetic influence in adults ([@bib38]). In this study, identification accuracy was highest in identical (monozygotic) twins, followed by fraternal (dizygotic) twins, with non-twin siblings showing the lowest accuracy. However, analyses that include larger and more age-diverse twin samples are necessary to identify specific patterns and developmental trajectories of highly heritable and individually unique functional connections within resting state data. The inclusion of genetically informative, age-varying neuroimaging datasets is important to gain a complete understanding of the genetic influence on individually unique rs-fcMRI connections.

Based on mounting evidence from functional fingerprint research, we hypothesized that adapting resting state time courses to use ANOVA feature selection would benefit our analyses. Current resting state approaches often use all available features from a chosen region of interest (ROI) set, thus providing too many features that can overpower the signal with noise, or apply feature reduction methods that may be more appropriate for group membership classification ([@bib12], [@bib24]). This shift in resting state feature selection could provide a clean and straightforward method of isolating a core set of unique functional connections for each individual, which then contributes to the group feature set. In addition, tracking these specific sets of connections across developmentally diverse samples and testing the degree of similarity within monozygotic (MZ) and dizygotic (DZ) twin pairs may advance our understanding of the influence of genetic similarity on the functional fingerprint and its stability into adulthood. The current work uses three in-house pediatric datasets and two publicly available adult datasets (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} for detailed subgroup demographics) to identify individuals and twin pairs via support vector machine (SVM) classifiers ([@bib10], [@bib30]) applied to rs-fcMRI data. Starting from a common pre-defined ROI set ([@bib43]), we isolated subsets of functional connections via ANOVA feature selection that best discriminated between individuals within each group. Next, we identified individuals and twin pairs by training and testing fMRI pattern classifiers using those connections identified during feature selection. Groups of repeat scan individuals had one scan from that individual in the training set and a different scan of the same individual in the testing set. For twin groups, one twin\'s scan was in the training set and their co-twin\'s scan was in the testing set (see [Transparent Methods](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the [Supplemental Information](#appsec3){ref-type="sec"} and [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for detailed information on feature selection and classification). We then mapped those functional connections consistently chosen as features to identify a functional fingerprint for each group. Finally, we tested the generalizability of commonly selected connections across our two age groups, by first defining an age-specific feature set for each age group and then applying pediatric features on adult groups during classification, and vice versa. The aim of this work was to extend the current body of emerging research by providing a better understanding of the impact of development and genetic similarity on the resting state functional fingerprint. Our research suggests the following: (1) individually unique patterns of functional connectivity are similar among family members and vary with genetic similarity and (2) the general pattern of resting state functional connections that are highly predictive of an individual translates across different ages and groups and appears stable within individuals during development and into adulthood.Table 1Group CharacteristicsUT RepeatMSC RepeatUT MZHCP MZUT DZHCP DZUT SSScan Count30203050385034\"Pairs\" (\# Female)15 (9)10 (5)15 (24)25 (26)19 (16)25 (26)17 (12)Age Range9.8--18.324--348.9--13.226--349.1--13.922--358.8--18.6Age (M ± SD)12.9 ± 2.629.1 ± 3.310.8 ± 1.329.8 ± 2.211.3 ± 1.329.2 ± 3.512.2 ± 2.7IQ/PMAT (M ± SD)102.3 ± 14.1128.8 ± 6.6106.3 ± 17.217.2 ± 4.3105.2 ± 11.718.3 ± 4.0108.3 ± 13.0Mean FD (M ± SD)0.10 ± 0.020.13 ± 0.020.10 ± 0.030.12 ± 0.020.10 ± 0.020.12 ± 0.020.10 ± 0.02[^2][^3]

Results {#sec2}
=======

SVM Classifiers Predict Individuals and Co-twin Pairs {#sec2.1}
-----------------------------------------------------

We applied ANOVA feature selection on segmented resting state time courses to identify features that best discriminated between individuals (see [Transparent Methods](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for detailed description). We then applied the resulting feature mask on all full 5-min resting state time courses used for SVM classification ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). For all groups, the SVM classifier accurately predicted matched scans (individual repeat scans, co-twins, or same-sex siblings) at levels significantly above chance ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). This set of accurate classifications was observed when the classifier was run with a single leave-one-group-out cross-validation (2-fold) scheme, as well as with our permutation average accuracy ([Figure 2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B), but only the permutation accuracies are reported ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). The classifier accuracies for all groups are as follows: (1) Developmental Participants Collected at The University of Texas at Austin (UT) Repeats: accuracy = 1.0, chance = 0.06, p \< .001; (2) Midnight Scan Club Adult Participants (MSC) Repeats: accuracy = 1.0, chance = 0.1, p \< .001; (3) UT MZ Twins: accuracy = 0.52, chance = 0.06, p \< .001; (4), Human Connectome Project Adult Participants (HCP) MZ Twins: accuracy = 0.56, chance = 0.04, p \< .001; (5) UT DZ Twins: accuracy = 0.24, chance = 0.05, p \< .001; (6) HCP DZ Twins: accuracy = 0.22, chance = 0.04, p \< .001; (7) UT Same-Sex Sibling Pairs: accuracy = 0.35, chance = 0.06, p \< .001.Figure 1ANOVA Feature Selection and SVM Classification(A) Individuals within the training set (twin A for twin groups or scan 1 for repeat-scan individuals) provided 5-min resting state time courses, extracted from each of the 255 ROIs.(B) Time courses were then split into 20-s segments, and a correlation matrix was created for each segment. All correlation matrices were then converted into vectors of unique, off-diagonal correlation values.(C) These vectors were then used for ANOVA feature selection to create the feature mask used by the classifier.(D) The resulting feature mask is then applied to each full 5-min resting state time course, and the SVM classifier is trained on the same training set used for feature selection and tested on the held-out testing set (either the individual\'s second scan or co-twin data).Figure 2SVM Classifiers Predict Individuals and Co-twin Pairs(A) Mean SVM classifier accuracies, per group. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals. Both repeat visit subgroup accuracy scores were 1.0. Monozygotic (MZ) twins in both subgroups outperformed dizygotic (DZ) twins. Hatched box plots indicate when the opposite age group\'s feature mask was used for classification. All group accuracies are reduced when using the opposite mask, except for the Adult MZ twins. All groups\' prediction scores were significantly better than chance, except the Adult DZ group when tested using the pediatric feature mask.(B) Left: Distributions of accuracy scores in the twin groups, across age sets, show a similar distribution and mean accuracy score. Pediatric group distributions are outlined in black and the darker shade indicates overlap in age-grouped distributions. The spread of distributions reinforces the decision to shuffle twin labels to ensure that accidental group assignment bias does not influence group accuracy. Right: The pediatric same-sex sibling pair group outperformed pediatric DZ twins, suggesting an influence of sex on functional network organization.(C) The area under the curve (AUC) values represent classifier sensitivity for each related scan pair. Repeat visit individuals are not plotted, as AUC values were 1.0 for all. A lower group average and larger distribution of AUC values in both DZ groups suggests that differences in DZ twin pairs\' functional fingerprint resulted in more false-positives when classifying DZ twins than MZ twins. This is amplified in the adult DZ twins, compared with their pediatric counterparts.Table 2Mean Classifier Accuracies, per GroupGroup ChanceMean AccuracyLower 95% CIUpper 95% CIMean Accuracy (Opposite Age Mask)Lower 95% CIUpper 95% CIUT Repeat0.0631.00[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}----0.92[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}0.9190.922MSC Repeat0.1001.00[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}----1.00[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}----UT MZ Twins0.0660.52[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}0.5180.5250.32[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}0.3220.327HCP MZ Twins0.0410.57[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}0.5650.5710.35[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}0.3530.359UT DZ Twins0.0530.24[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}0.2420.2470.24[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}0.2430.248HCP DZ Twins0.0390.22[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}0.2180.2220.110.1080.112UT SS Siblings0.0570.35[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}0.3490.3540.23[b](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}0.2320.236[^4][^5][^6]

Functional Fingerprints Are Similar across Age Groups {#sec2.2}
-----------------------------------------------------

The summed fold-rank matrices for the pediatric ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and adult ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) groups were examined to explore which functional connections were repeatedly chosen as features across subgroups. The data indicated that connections carrying the most consistently useful identifiers of an individual belonged to the FP network and the DMN ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). Of the total 32,385 possible unique functional connections, our fold-rank matrix thresholding revealed 87 connections in the pediatric group and 110 in the adult group that were the most consistently representative of an individual in the SVM classifier. Both the pediatric and adult groups revealed a functional fingerprint mask dominated by longer, ipsilateral connections in the FP and DMN and short-range contralateral connections in the posterior DMN and VIS networks. Of the total 197 post-threshold features within both age groups, 13 features (6.59%) were identical across the pediatric and adult groups.Figure 3Chosen Features of the Functional Fingerprint(A) Pediatric and adult functional fingerprint mask connections that were selected across at least 5 of 6 possible folds are displayed on glass brains (viewed from above) to visualize anatomical location, and on circle graphs to visualize functional network involvement. Of a possible 32,385 unique functional connections, 87 pediatric and 110 connections survived at this threshold. Within the circle graphs, yellow lines represent presence of that connection across 5 testing folds and white lines represent presence in all 6 testing folds. A common set mask was created that represented connections that were chosen at least once within all six subgroups in the pediatric and adult groups; 90 functional connections survived this threshold in the common mask (white lines in common graph). See also [Figures S2--S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.(B) Ranking connections in each mask based on their network representation revealed that the largest percentage of connections were within the default mode (DMN) network, followed by connections between the DMN and fronto-parietal (FP) network, and those within the FP network. The common set mask revealed connections representing between FP and DMN, within DMN, within FP, and between the DMN and salience (SAL) network connections.

We then examined the functional network affiliation of the ROIs chosen as features in the pediatric and adult group. Post-threshold features were labeled by their functional network affiliation and ordered by frequency. This revealed a similar pattern of network representation between the two age groups ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B): The largest percentage of network representation was (1) within the DMN network (DMN to DMN) (Adults = 29 \[26.3%\]; Pediatric = 21 \[24.1%\]), followed by (2) between the DMN and FP network (Adults = 18 \[16.3%\]; Pediatric = 12 \[13.7%\]), and (3) within the FP network (FP to FP; Adults = 16 \[14.5%\]; Pediatric = 12 \[13.7%\]). After the top ∼50% connections, chosen features did not show any discernable pattern between the two groups and involved networks that often consisted of only a few connections.

To test the impact of the number of ROIs within each network on the observed patterns of network representation for each group, we simulated 10,000 feature sets for each group. Each simulated feature set consisted of the same number of features as our group fold-rank matrices (Adult = 110; Pediatric = 87), with all connections chosen at random (without replacement) from the list of all possible connection types. We then averaged how often the main connection types found in our group matrices were included in the 10,000 simulations and calculated the proportion of the feature set each accounted for. The average network representation in our simulated feature sets were (1) within DMN network (Adults = 5.4 \[4.95%\]; Pediatric = 4.3 \[4.92%\]), (2) between the DMN and FP network (Adults = 4.8 \[4.40%\]; Pediatric = 3.8 \[4.38%\]), and (3) within FP network (Adults = 1.0 \[0.90%\]; Pediatric = 0.8 \[0.91%\]).

Next, we examined the common set rank matrix (all connections chosen for at least one fold across all pediatric and adult subgroups) using the same steps outlined above. The data revealed a nearly identical representation of network assignment across the functional connections ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). Of a total 90 connections in the common set rank matrix, 19 (21%) represented between FP and DMN network connections, 18 (20%) represented within DMN connections, 9 (10%) represented within FP connections, and 8 (9%) represented connections between the DMN and salience (SAL) networks. The same 10,000 simulated feature sets were created with 90 connections to compare with this common set rank matrix. The simulated sets showed an average of 3.9 (4.36%) between FP and DMN, 4.4 (4.92%) within DMN, 0.8 (0.09%) within FP, and 2.8 (3.16%) between DMN and SAL connections.

Common Feature Sets Have Classification Utility for Opposite Age Group {#sec2.3}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

In an effort to quantify the similarity of pediatric-and adult-specific connections chosen as features, we used the summed fold-rank matrices as feature masks on the original timeseries and re-ran the SVM classifier permutation analysis. All connections with a value of five or six, after thresholding, were used as features. The pediatric groups were run with the adult feature mask (110 features), and the adult groups were run with the pediatric feature mask (87 features). There were 13 identical features that overlapped the pediatric and adult feature sets. Using the opposite age group\'s top-ranking features mask resulted in significant, although reduced, classifier accuracy for all groups except the MSC Repeats and resulted in non-significant accuracy for the HCP DZ twin subgroup ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A).

When the adult subgroups were trained using the pediatric-specific feature mask ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}), classifier accuracies were as follows: MSC Repeats (accuracy = 1.0, chance = 0.1, p \< .001); HCP MZ Twins (accuracy = 0.35, chance = 0.04, p \< .001); HCP DZ Twins (accuracy = 0.11, chance = 0.04, p = .065). When the pediatric subgroups were trained using the adult-specific feature mask, classifier accuracies were as follows: UT Repeats (accuracy = 0.92, chance = 0.06, p \< .001); UT MZ Twins (accuracy = 0.32, chance = 0.06, p \< .001); UT DZ Twins (accuracy = 0.24, chance = 0.05, p \< .001); UT Same-sex Sibling Pairs: (accuracy = 0.23, chance = 0.06, p = .015).

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

In the current work, we address the stability and similarity of the functional fingerprint within pediatric and adult samples. Furthermore, we directly tested the ability of a functional fingerprint identified in our developmental sample to successfully identify adults, and vice versa. These results provide initial evidence that the functional fingerprint found in pediatric samples is remarkably similar to the functional fingerprint found in adulthood and contributes to a better understanding of the stability of the brain\'s functional fingerprints over age.

First, we identified the specific functional connections that were most consistently representative of an individual across multiple subgroup comparisons and tested their utility to predict individuals in the opposite-age datasets with substantial success. We then used SVM classifiers to identify an individual based on a previous scan or the scan of a genetic relative, across multiple pediatric and adult neuroimaging datasets. We also provided evidence that segmentation of resting state time courses is a viable means to provide multiple samples for ANOVA feature selection. We believe that this type of feature selection can identify highly individualized functional connections within a "functional fingerprint" of an individual. This process results in a more accurate characterization of functional connectivity within an individual\'s resting state signal and can identify a more discriminating set of functional connections than averaging the full time course during feature selection.

Our results also replicate and extend the generalizability of previous work that assessed fMRI-based functional fingerprints in adults, by highlighting the role of genetic similarity on functional fingerprinting. MZ twins in both the pediatric and adult subgroups exhibited similar and higher classifier accuracy of rs-fcMRI data than DZ twins. Including only same-sex siblings in our pediatric subgroup significantly improved classifier accuracy of ∼50% genetically similar individuals, but the classifier still did not reach the level of MZ classification accuracy. This suggests an influence of biological sex on functional fingerprint similarity.

SVM Classifier Accuracy Reveals a Genetic Impact on Functional Fingerprint {#sec3.1}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

We observed higher classification accuracy for MZ co-twins than DZ co-twins in both the pediatric (MZ = 0.52; DZ = 0.24) and adult (MZ = 0.57; DZ = 0.22) subgroups. These results provide evidence of a genetic influence on the organization of highly individualized resting state functional connections. SVM classifier accuracy scores supported our prediction that classifier performance would be highest in subgroups with greater genetic similarity. It is notable that classifier accuracy was greater for repeat scans than for MZ twin subgroups, given that both groups include scans that share 100% genetic similarity. One possible explanation for reduced classifier accuracy (compared with repeat scan individuals) in both MZ twin subgroups is an increase of individual differences in network organization emerging with age ([@bib16]). However, neither environmental influence nor age could be directly and accurately tested in the current dataset. The observed decrease in classifier accuracy from MZ to DZ twins also aligns with previous work that used the model-based connectotyping method ([@bib38]). Although the connectotyping method differs from our approach, our results provide corroborating evidence from a different methodology that a functional fingerprint in resting state network organization is, in fact, affected by genetic similarity. Furthermore, the current work emphasizes that this genetic impact is found in direct measures of resting state functional connectivity in both pediatric and adult participants. This similarity across age groups provides initial evidence that the pattern of organization within a functional fingerprint may be established early in life and is similar to that found in adulthood.

We expected the pediatric groups to exhibit overall lower classifier prediction accuracy due to ongoing organization of resting state functional networks throughout adolescence ([@bib4], [@bib13], [@bib23], [@bib44], [@bib51]). Somewhat surprisingly, adult and pediatric twin groups showed similar prediction accuracy on the basis of zygosity. During development, individuals may share a level of common developmental change as a result of age-related stages of network organization, regardless of genetic similarity. One possible reflection of this common change can be seen in distribution of classifier sensitivity scores ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C).

Sensitivity scores were derived using area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC), which were calculated from each scan pair\'s true-positive and false-positive classifications. Both adult twin groups showed higher average group accuracy scores than the pediatric twin groups, whereas the adult MZ twins showed significantly higher AUC scores than the adult DZ twins (p \< 0.0001). However, the pediatric MZ twins did not show significantly different AUC scores than the pediatric DZ twins. Qualitatively, the larger spread of AUC scores within both DZ groups is more pronounced in the adult DZ group and highlights a higher rate of classifier confusion for adult DZ twin pairs. This increase in classifier confusion between adult scan pairs may be due to a reduction of shared developmental changes in functional network organization and increased environmental discrepancy between co-twins that is amplified as they age.

Top Predictive Features Reveal Similar Key Network Representation {#sec3.2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Mapping the top features repeatedly chosen across subgroups revealed that connections in the DMN and FP networks most consistently differentiated individuals, facilitating correct SVM classifier identification. It is important to note that the DMN is the most highly represented in our ROI set (57 out of a total 255). However, we find that the high similarity in percentage and type of connection between the pediatric and adult groups ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B) is informative in regard to the stability of individually unique connections. Indeed, using the features from one age group (e.g., top features from the adult sample) to predict the other age group (e.g., the pediatric subgroups) was significantly greater than chance in all but the adult DZ group, although less optimal than features derived from one\'s same age group ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). Furthermore, feature set simulations choosing the same number of connection types at random highlighted the unique nature of the network representation and type of connections within both age groups\' feature sets. The similarity of network representation of chosen functional connections across pediatric and adult groups contradicted our hypothesis that children and adolescents would have a different pattern of chosen connections relative to adults. Higher-order cognitive functions such as problem solving ([@bib14], [@bib26], [@bib47]), task switching ([@bib6], [@bib8], [@bib34]), and sustained attention ([@bib9], [@bib32], [@bib35]) rely on putative control networks such as the FP and CO networks and behaviorally show substantial differences between children and adults. The essential nature of these networks for human functioning is likely highly individualized in their specific instantiation and therefore likely to be included in the functional fingerprint. This study demonstrates potential age invariance in these networks\' contributions.

Previous work exploring functional fingerprints also implicate the FP and DMN networks as highly predictive of an individual ([@bib15], [@bib28], [@bib38]), although consistency of specific connections across age groups was not fully explored. Our results expand and clarify these previous findings, suggesting that although these systems are still maturing and integrating throughout adolescence, the individualized aspects of these core connections may be established early on. However, some age-unique connectivity effects are likely embedded within these connections, as swapping the feature sets between age groups produced lower, although still significant, accuracy across nearly all groups. Based on the successful classification performance after swapping feature sets, one critical interpretation is that the inclusion of specific types of connections, at a specific ratio or count, may hold a high level of importance in identifying individuals from their functional fingerprint. More work exploring the developmental trajectory of functional connections that form a generalizable functional fingerprint is necessary, but our initial findings suggest that a unique pattern is established, stable, and useful for identifying individuals even before whole-brain functional network organization is fully solidified in early adulthood.

Motion Artifacts Unlikely Contributor to Classifier Accuracy {#sec3.3}
------------------------------------------------------------

It is well established that motion contributes substantially to noise and rs-fcMRI results ([@bib31], [@bib42], [@bib45], [@bib52]). In-scanner motion is linked to distance-dependent artifacts that especially affect measurement of long-range connections ([@bib49], [@bib52]). Our fold-rank matrices ([Figures S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) revealed that the majority of chosen features for both age groups came from longer, ipsilateral connections between anterior and posterior ROIs, as well as short-range, contralateral connections within posterior parietal DMN and VIS network ROIs. Critically, these results were consistent across age groups, suggesting that age-related differences in scanner motion did not drive the contribution of long-range connections to classifier accuracy. In an effort to directly test the ability of motion to drive our classifier accuracies, the classifiers were trained on FD values in place of functional connectivity values. However, FD motion calculations provide only one value per repetition time (TR), in contrast to the 32,385 possible unique functional connections, and therefore the feature selection step could not be realistically performed. The reduced amount of data is underpowered for this type of analysis. Although testing classifier accuracies with the single vector of FD values is not an accurate comparison to our main methods, classifier accuracies using FD values did not approach significance for any group.

Moreover, our current work rigorously followed current best practices in neuroimaging data preprocessing and motion correction, in an effort to mitigate the influence of motion on classifier accuracy. The mean FD for all individuals and groups were well within the normative range for both pediatric and adult resting state analyses, no major motion outliers were included in our groups, and the chosen FD of 0.25 mm is at or below the commonly accepted motion censoring thresholds. Taking each of these motion considerations into account, we believe that the influence of motion on our classifier results is minimal. However, future approaches can possibly put this presumption to the test.

Limitations of the Study {#sec3.4}
------------------------

Although this study expands upon recent findings in functional fingerprinting and genetic influences on rs-fcMRI organization, the following limitations must be considered. One limitation is the size of the pediatric twin sample. It is difficult to recruit and successfully retain pediatric neuroimaging participants. At the time of analysis, the neuroimaging branch of the Texas Twin Project was one of the largest pediatric twin resting state datasets, but did not provide a sufficient number of scans to fully explore analyses such as the effect of same-sex DZ pairs. Soon after completion of the current study\'s analyses, raw imaging data and genetic information necessary to calculate zygosity has been released from The Adolescent Brain Cognitive Development Study dataset ([@bib5], [@bib53]). This multi-site dataset includes a large number of MZ and DZ pediatric pairs, and inclusion of these data should be included in future analyses to better explore group differences. In addition, many unknowns are introduced in the realm of functional organization during development. Currently, the exact developmental trajectory of functional network organization is unknown. Incorporating future methods that quantify and account for age-related changes in network organization would further clarify the accuracy of the SVM classifier results in our pediatric subgroups.

Future analyses should explore other potential influences on classifier accuracy, such as same-sex versus opposite-sex sibling pairs. We indirectly investigated the impact of sex on identification accuracy within families by including a same-sex sibling group and comparing that with the MZ and DZ twin groups. However, siblings in this group necessarily differed by age, thus introducing a separate confound. Matching declared sex for sibling pairs did, in fact, result in higher SVM classifier accuracy of the same-sex sibling pairs than the pediatric DZ twin pairs (which was not sex-matched), suggesting a notable impact of sex variance on identification of individuals through this approach. There are limited rs-fcMRI studies that directly address sex differences in healthy twin populations, and the precise source of sex differences on functional network organization is still not fully understood ([@bib27], [@bib50]). Future analyses on larger twin datasets can better parse out and control for sex differences between genetically related individuals.

Conclusions {#sec3.5}
-----------

The ability of rs-fcMRI pattern classifiers to identify matched pairs of participants in pediatric and adult samples decreased as genetic similarity decreased. This suggests a genetic influence on the pattern of highly individualized functional connections within a functional fingerprint. Connections within the identified functional fingerprint were dominated by regions in the DMN and FP networks, suggesting that integration of higher-order functional networks plays a key role in establishing the organization of individualized functional fingerprints. This pattern of connections appears to be established early in life and, importantly, is similar enough in children and adults to often allow for significant classification of individuals using the opposite age group\'s selected features.

Methods {#sec4}
=======

All methods can be found in the accompanying [Transparent Methods supplemental file](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Data and Code Availability {#appsec1}
==========================

The publicly available adult datasets are available in raw and preprocessed form. The Midnight Scan Club data can be accessed at <https://openneuro.org/datasets/ds000224/versions/00001>. The Human Connectome Project data can be acquired from <https://www.humanconnectome.org/>.

The scripts used to perform the main SVM classifier analysis can be found on the main author\'s github page <https://github.com/iamdamion>.
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========================

Document S1. Transparent Methods and Figures S1--S4
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[^1]: Lead Contact

[^2]: We included two scans for each participant in the repeat scan groups. All other groups consist of one scan per individual. HCP participants\' intelligence score was calculated from the Raven\'s Progressive Matrices (PMAT); all other groups are intelligence quotient (IQ) scores. Framewise displacement (FD) means and standard deviations (in millimeters) are post-motion scrubbing. Age is reported in years.

[^3]: UT, Developmental participants collected at The University of Texas at Austin; MSC, Midnight Scan Club adult participants; MZ, monozygotic twin pairs; DZ, dizygotic twin pairs; HCP, Human Connectome Project adult participants; SS, Developmental same-sex pairs (includes DZ twins and non-twin sibling pairs of the same sex).

[^4]: Group chance values are empirical chance and are calculated by running the classifier after randomly shuffling scan pair labels (scan pairs were no longer correctly labeled with their matching scan). The left side of the table is running the classifiers normally, and the right side is running the classifier with the opposite age group\'s feature mask. (P values indicate classifier performance versus chance.).

[^5]: p \< 0.001.

[^6]: p \< 0.05.
